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About This Game

Get ready for ridiculous fun in this multiplayer free-roaming stunting game. Drive a bus, tank or monster truck, speed across
huge open worlds and participate in random events. Stunt across outrageous maps packed with plenty of bizarre terrain for an

intense experience. Collect coins, level up your ride, and WIN the offroad race. Crash Drive 2 will drive you mad!

Crash Drive 2 features include:

  4 vast open worlds to explore; Can you find all the secret areas…?

 6 random competitive events: Coin Collect, King of the Crown, Race, Tag, Stunt and Find the Ring

 RPG-inspired car-leveling system; 35 unique upgradable vehicles to unlock

 5 devastating customizable tanks in a special tank battle game mode; Destroy your opponents’ tanks and level up your
Battle rating
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 Team up with your friends: Every purchase grants an extra copy that you can gift a friend!

 Cross platform multiplayer and single-player (PC & mobile): No matter which platform you play on, you can always
play with your buddies or take on the AI

Crash Drive 2 is best played with friends. In order to have the best experience, we’re rewarding every buyer with the following;
when purchasing this game an extra Crash Drive 2 copy is added to your steam inventory to gift to a friend for free! Please

review the following guide for instructions on how to do so: http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=448954967

We at M2H love games with a lot of freedom. It’s no surprise that this is the very core of Crash Drive 2. Drive around freely
and explore the open world at your leisure. Find the best areas to score points, discover secret areas and search for the shady

dealer.
Random events offer fun challenges to any player that wishes to participate. This allows you to

unlock new levels and earn cash to buy new cars.

These random events include:

Coin Collect: Coins fall from the sky: pickup the most valuable coins!

King of the Crown: Hold the crown for 60 seconds while other players try to steal it. Guaranteed adrenaline rushes when
7 players are on your tail trying to crash into you.

Race: Be the first to finish on various racing tracks.

Tag: Tag the most objects by claiming them via stunts. Make sure you score enough points otherwise someone else can
steal your tag.

Stunt: Score the most points in a limited time, discover the best places to stunt.

Find the Ring: Be the first to pass through a specific ring.

When starting a game of Crash Drive 2 you will be automatically matched while playing. This guarantees populated matches and
saving you the hassle of finding an active match. All game “rooms” reserve extra friend slots (10 players per game) so that your

friends can ALWAYS join you through the Steam friend join feature.
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Whenever an online connection is not available, the game smoothly transitions into a fully playable singleplayer version.
Connectivity is never a problem!

Ready for a car RPG leveling system that we’ve gone crazy?!
Every car has four statistics: top speed, nitro, acceleration and grip. By using nitro, you increase this car’s nitro capacity, by

driving at top speed you increase your top speed...you get the drift? When a car has all of it’s four statistics raised to 10/10, you
will gain an overall level which allows you to buy a new car and earns you prestige on the in-game scoreboard and the Steam

leaderboard.

Since the tank is such a popular vehicle in the main game modes, we decided to dedicate one entire game mode to it. In CD2:
Tank Battles you choose one of five unique tanks and strive to dominate the arena. Shoot or bump opponents off this sky arena

to score points, extra points are awarded for special achievements such as multi kills, revenge, air shots and so on.
When playing this game mode offline, bots(A.I.) will fill the opponent slots. This way the singleplayer is also fully playable.

Crash Drive 2 originally started as a tablet game. The following features set the Steam version apart from the original:

 The steam version does not have advertisements nor "in-app" purchases

 A big starting cash boost of 200,000 extra cash (would’ve cost over $5 in the original tablet game)

 Optimized for PC, Mac and Linux; better graphics, performance and controller support

 Further fixes and small tweaks to the game

 Steam integration (including friend joining, achievements and leaderboard)

 Includes a free giftable copy of the game to share with a friend

 Cross Platform multiplayer between PC,WEB and Mobile/Tablet
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Title: Crash Drive 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
M2H
Publisher:
M2H
Release Date: 28 May, 2015
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English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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This isnt a recomendation its a warning!

The Controls are clumsy at best between character movement and Camera control, the game progresses you along without
warning and can move you to the next step making you run back to collect anything you didnt get or whatever you wanted to do
before hand.

Character creation is a Joke, if they would have allowed a more varied creation such as a dwarven rogue or a Human Wizard it
would have been easier to overlook the control aspect. As it stands your pretty much locked into the "feats" you take because
you have no real control over character creation.

I would give this a 2.5 out of 5 rating because it has potential but it failed at reaching it!. Haven't played it for too long, but from
what i can tell, its and OK game.
The negative reviews are coming just from idiots who thought this was Elite: Dangerous. I thought it would of been pretty
obvious its a different game, since you will never see that game on steam for 20 bucks...and don't you think they would put their
highly renouned "Elite" trademark into the game title??
Leaving a positive review to even out the playing field.. At the moment don't buy this "Game"
- Gray Screen
- Only 3 Players can join a lobby
- Disconnects

We spend over 1h to run the Game. At first glance, I really enjoyed this game. But the longer I played, the more annoyed I got.
There is no UI, so you cannot get any information about what is happening on-screen, once it is filled with stuff.

You got AOE and attack effects all over the screen, you got enemies and heros all over eachother in layers, making seeing HP
bars very hard.

As a player, I cannot select the hero I want because I cannot see or click properly onto thier sprite.
Aslo, there is some kind of creeping UI mouse lag, that gets progressively worse in longer battles, making fast mouse selections
and movement clicks either lag, or just simply not happen.

Its a good concept, but poorly presented, with some really annoying, play-impeeding UI bugs.

Cannot reccomend at this time, unless these issues are fixed.

. After re-binding those keys it's off to the races. This game is a fun challenge with an aesthetic that's an absolute treat (This
could've been released for the SNES). I'm still playing through this and have only reached the 3rd boss, so I have not seen all of
the content this game has to offer, but so far I'm definitely impressed. If you like minute to minute gameplay where every move
matters then I think you'll love this.

Pros:
+Nice music and aesthetic
+The gameplay while challenge as ♥♥♥♥ it always seems fair (When I died it was on my slow fingers not keeping up)
+Each boss is very unique in aesthetic and attacks and no run ever feels the same
+Despite being a boss rush game there's a lot of content here, and I must say unlockables in any games are a weakness of mine.

Cons:
-Maybe needs to gamepad support (Not really, but would be nice)
-The aiming can be a bit weird at times, and aiming backwards on a sudden change of direction while firing doesn't seem
possible (This can be remedied by using different weapons/abillities though). Yeah, it was kinda passably cute for most of the
game. Then I got to the last boss, which is brutally hard -- not because of the boss design, but because of the terrible,
unnecessarily twitchy controls. And it goes on for way too long, with attacks simply repeating over and over. So the narrator
may be a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but the game designer is a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
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It just drops you into the game with no direction. It gives you the control tutorial but not an objective. It tells you to pick up 10
blueprints but after about 15 minutes, 9 blueprints later, I'm bored. The player should NEVER be bored in a horror game. There
was 1 jumpscare through the amount of time I was playing. I was also trying to record the game for my YouTube channel and it
was not recorded. I use OBS Studio and it recorded the sound and video from my webcam but the gameplay was just a black
screen. I give it a 1/10 do not recommend.. Very catchy and appropriate! Surprisingly emotive and nostalgic.. an incredibly well
crafted game and a great puzzle experience.. The story plot for this game is pretty well done. It really do question the parental
care we have given to our children while we are all revolving around works. I also love how the plot goes into a little questioning
regarding how the media have been portraying to our society as well. A truly well done job - I always love how GameHouse's
Original Stories bring in a lot of philosophical issues that we should really reflect upon in life.

As always, wonderful graphics and lots of fun mini games. Soothing and cheerful soundtracks and I seriously love Andy's
singing - I can listen to it all day long.. This game sucks big donkey balls.. not the worst but close. needs a update for better
speed and control support good game but to glitchy
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